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Reinforcement translocations are increasingly utilised in conservation with the goal

of achieving genetic rescue. However, concerns regarding undesirable results, such

as genetic homogenisation or replacement, are widespread. One factor influencing

translocation outcomes is the rate at which the resident and the introduced individuals

interbreed. Consequently, post-release mate choice is a key behaviour to consider in

conservation planning. Here we studied mating, and its consequences for genomic

admixture, in the North Island brown kiwi Apteryx mantelli population on Ponui Island

which was founded by two translocation events over 50 years ago. The two source

populations used are now recognised as belonging to two separate management units

between which birds differ in size and are genetically differentiated. We examined the

correlation between male and female morphometrics for 17 known pairs and quantified

the relatedness of 20 pairs from this admixed population. In addition, we compared the

genetic similarity and makeup of 106 Ponui Island birds, including 23 known pairs, to

birds representing the source populations for the original translocations. We found no

evidence for size-assortative mating. On the contrary, genomic SNP data suggested

that kiwi of one feather did not flock together, meaning that mate choice resulted in

pairing between individuals that were less related than expected by random chance.

Furthermore, the birds in the current Ponui Island population were found to fall along

a gradient of genomic composition consistent with non-clustered representation of the

two parental genomes. These findings indicate potential for successful genetic rescue in

future Apteryx reinforcement translocations, a potential that is currently under utilised due

to restrictive translocation policies. In light of our findings, we suggest that reconsideration

of these policies could render great benefits for the future diversity of this iconic genus in

New Zealand.
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INTRODUCTION

Translocations are increasingly utilised in conservation
management to reintroduce species within their former ranges,
introduce them to new sites predicted to be suitable for
them, or reinforce already existing populations (IUCN/SSC,
2013). Foreseeing the outcome of such interventions remains
challenging, partly due to the complexity of the interface between
genotype, phenotype, environment, and post translocation
behaviour (Renan et al., 2018; Undin et al., 2021b). Post
translocation breeding behaviour, such as mating system, and
mate choice, warrant special attention, for instance, thanks to its
direct link to the post translocation effective population size (Ne;
Anthony and Blumstein, 2000).

Mate choice will directly impact reinforcement translocation
outcomes. These translocations commonly involve the
movement of individuals from a genetically distinct source
into a target population. When such interventions result in
a fitness increase and/or increased population growth rate,
it is referred to as genetic rescue (Ingvarsson, 2001; Hedrick
et al., 2011; Whiteley et al., 2015; Bell et al., 2019). Support
is growing for genetic rescue being an effective conservation
tool, especially for target populations showing symptoms of
inbreeding depression (Weeks et al., 2011; Frankham, 2015;
Whiteley et al., 2015; Bell et al., 2019; Ralls et al., 2020). Yet,
several recent publications argue that genetic rescue has not
been attempted as often as it should (Frankham, 2015; Ralls
et al., 2018, 2020). One reason for hesitation toward this
deliberate admixture of individuals, is the perceived high risk
of causing outbreeding depression and loss of unique genetic
diversity through homogenisation or genetic replacement (Love
Stowell et al., 2017; vonHoldt et al., 2018; Ralls et al., 2020).
A fundamental factor determining whether a translocation
results in rescue, homogenisation, or replacement is whether,
and at what rate, introduced, and original individuals interbreed
(Vila et al., 2003; Hedrick and Fredrickson, 2010; Adams et al.,
2011; Weiser et al., 2013; Bateson et al., 2014; Mussmann et al.,
2017; Thavornkanlapachai et al., 2019). Consequently, post
translocation mate choice, and, specifically, the presence of
assortative mating, has the potential to greatly affect the outcome
of this type of management (Bradley et al., 2014; Engler et al.,
2019).

Assortative mating is defined as a positive or negative
correlation between phenotypic or genetic traits of paired males
and females (Jiang et al., 2013). Some level of positive assortative
preference (“like mates alike”) is fundamental in biology since
this is a key mechanism for generating new as well as preserving
existing species, subspecies, and ecotypes (Verzijden et al.,
2005; Kopp et al., 2017; Schumer et al., 2017; Janicke et al.,
2019). However, the results of positive assortative mating are
context- and situation-dependent (Schumer et al., 2017). For
instance, in birds as well as other groups, this behaviour has been
shown to maintain sharp morphological separation in hybrid
zones (Semenov et al., 2017) but has also been suggested to
explain cases of instant speciation through hybridisation (Melo
et al., 2009; Hermansen et al., 2011). This mating strategy has
been linked to a preference for matching plumage colouration or

pattern in several bird species (Andersson et al., 1998; Masello
and Quillfeldt, 2003; Semenov et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019). Yet,
themost discussed and studied type of positive assortativemating
is sizematching betweenmales and females, generally resulting in
big individuals mating with other big individuals and small with
small (Delestrade, 2001; Helfenstein et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2013;
Ippi et al., 2018; Janicke et al., 2019).

The opposite of positive assortative mating is negative
assortative mating, also known as disassortative mating. This
mating behaviour results in pairing between individuals less
genetically and/or phenotypically similar than expected by
chance, and/or between individuals with dissimilar or “opposite”
traits (Jiang et al., 2013). Several studies of birds have found
strong evidence for disassortative mating being a key mechanism
for ensuring high fitness of offspring, for instance, since it
manifests as incest-avoidance, reduced risk of inbreeding, and/or
as a way of matching beneficial genotypes (Walters et al.,
1988; Nelson-Flower, 2009; Nelson-Flower et al., 2012; Riehl
and Stern, 2015; Riehl, 2017). Most research on this topic has
focused on the major histocompatibility complex (MHC; Brown,
1998; Bonneaud et al., 2006; Kamiya et al., 2014; Santos et al.,
2016; O’Connor et al., 2019). Growing evidence suggests a
strong heterozygotic advantage for these immune system genes,
resulting in fitness benefits for pairs with differing or otherwise
compatible MHC profiles (Strandh et al., 2012; Kamiya et al.,
2014; Brambilla et al., 2018; Hoover et al., 2018). However,
disassortative mating has also been linked to other traits. A
famous example is the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia
albicollis). Within this species, mating almost exclusively occurs
between individuals of the opposite of the two prevalent colour
morphs (Hedrick et al., 2018).

Whether positive or negative, assortative mating is by
necessity linked to mechanisms for detecting compatibility,
phenotypic similarity, and/or genetic kinship (Kopp et al.,
2017). The mechanisms behind such kin-recognition vary greatly
between species but can be based on visual (Walters and Garcia,
2016; Sun et al., 2019), audible (Humphries, 2013), and/or
scent cues (Zelano and Edwards, 2002; Bonadonna and Sanz-
Aguilar, 2012; Strandh et al., 2012; Hoover et al., 2018), and
the ability to detect (dis)similarity can be learnt or innate
(Riehl and Stern, 2015). For many species, the mechanism(s)
for kin-recognition remain unknown but, there is, for instance,
growing support for MHC linked mate choice being based
on scent cues in birds as well as mammals (Zelano and
Edwards, 2002; Bonadonna and Sanz-Aguilar, 2012; Strandh
et al., 2012). More specifically, Zelano and Edwards (2002)
speculated that the most likely birds to evolve the ability
to make active mate choice based on MHC identity would
(1) lack the opportunity for kin-recognition based on social
recognition, for instance, due to having precocial young leaving
the parents at an early stage, (2) have at least one parent
whose only or main contribution to the offspring is genetic
material, (3) be long-lived, (4) be monogamous, and (5) have
the highly developed olfactory sense. Part of the reasoning
behind this is that a long life-span and high partner fidelity
generates selection for mechanisms for identifying optimal
partners (Kvarnemo, 2018).
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One group matching all five of these criteria is Apteryx or
kiwi birds; in particular, the focus species of this paper North
Island brown kiwi, Apteryx mantelli (1) has super-precocial
chicks, allowing conservationists to collect eggs and hatch them
in captivity without the presence of a parent (Colbourne et al.,
2005), (2) has male-only incubation (Colbourne, 2002), (3) can
live for at least 40 years (Barlow, 2011; Robertson and deMonchy,
2012), (4) shows high levels of pair fidelity and monogamy
(Taborsky and Taborsky, 1999), and (5) uses scent as their
primary sense (Cunningham et al., 2009; Castro et al., 2010).

Here we exploit research opportunities provided by the unique
high-density A. mantelli population on Ponui Island that has
been thoroughly researched for the last 17 years. This population
is the result of two translocation events over 50 years ago. The
origin of the translocated birds was Hauturu-o-Toi (also known
as Little Barrier Island) and the Waipoua Forest (Figure 1). The
birds at these sites now belong to two of the four management
units recognised within A. mantelli, the Northland and Western
management units, respectively (Craig et al., 2011; Scrimgeour
and Pickett, 2011; Germano et al., 2018). This division into
management units followed the identification of four genetically
separate taxa (lineages) within A. mantelli (Northland, Western,
Eastern, and Coromandel; Weir et al., 2016). The study by Weir
et al. (2016) found a Pairwise Hudson’s Fst of 0.139 (95% CI
0.120–0.158) between theNorthland andWestern taxa, and dated
the split between these management units, and thus between the
parental populations of Ponui Island, to between 100,000 and
220,000 years ago. Whilst local adaptations might have evolved
over this period of temporal divergence, the extent and nature of
any local adaptation remains unknown (Undin et al., 2021a).

The unique features of A. mantelli, the island’s long
history of continuous research, and the population’s multi-
origin background make the A. mantelli on Ponui Island
ideal for research of behaviour after translocation into a
novel environment and, in particular, of mate choice. We
examine size matching and genetic (dis)similarity of 17 to 23
Ponui Island pairs by utilising morphometric data collected
over 17 years combined with high-density SNP data obtained
through genotype-by-sequencing (GBS; a method for reduced
representation sequencing; Elshire et al., 2011). We then utilise
the SNP data to infer breeding behaviour over time on a
population level by investigating whether or not there is evidence
for cryptic clusters within the population. Finally, we discuss
what the results suggest about A. mantelli mate choice and the
plausible implications of this behaviour for future conservation
efforts. We focus on reinforcement translocations which are
aimed at achieving genetic rescue in this species. However,
discussion of our findings is applicable for all species in need of
augmented gene flow.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Sites, Blood Sampling, and
Morphometric Measurements
Ponui Island is 1770 ha, and its kiwi density is estimated to one
bird per ha. Over the last 17 years, at any given time between
30 and 50 adult A. mantelli on the island have been tagged

with radio transmitters. Tracking these birds with transmitters,
combined with detailed studies of their habitat use, foraging, and
breeding (partly using camera traps) has provided extensive data
on individual features as well as on mating and pair identities.
The datasets utilised herein contained morphometric data from
53 birds from Ponui Island including 17 pairs, and blood samples
from 117 birds including 23 pairs (see further below). Most of
these birds—paired birds as well as reference birds—were first
caught as adults (>4 years old) over 10 years ago (Table 1).
However, the true age was only known for the 12 reference birds
that were caught as juveniles between 2004 and 2011. Based
on the population being founded in 1964, and an estimated
generation time of 8–15 years, the analysed birds can be expected
to belong to between the 4th and 6th generation born on the
island. However, the oldest known A. mantelli individual was
over 40 years old and with a maximum lifespan of 80 to 100 years
suggested for Apteryx, it is possible that some of the originally
released birds and/or their offspring may still be alive. Blood
samples have been collected in four separate cohorts: in 2004,
2006–2008, 2010, and 2017–2019. When multiple samples were
available from the same bird, the newest was used to increase
the likelihood of high quality. While paired and reference birds
had a similar age spread, newer blood samples tended to be more
available for the paired birds (Table 1).

The Ponui Island population was founded through two
translocations in 1964 of eight birds from the Waipoua Forest
(now belonging to the A. mantelli Northland management unit)
and six birds from Hauturu-o-Toi (Hauturu; Colbourne, 2005).
The Hauturu birds are usually considered as belonging to the A.
mantelli Western management unit, but some claim their origin
is hybrid or unclear (Burbidge et al., 2003; Colbourne, 2005;
Scrimgeour and Pickett, 2011; Germano et al., 2018).

Unfortunately, data could not be collected directly from
the Waipoua Forest due to arduous terrain and a substantial
reduction in population density since the early 1990s (Craig et al.,
2011). Fortunately, we were able to source both blood samples
(n = 20) and morphometric data (n = 15 adults) from the
Trounson Kauri Park (hereafter Trounson). Trounson is about
10 km in a straight line, south of the Waipoua Forest, which
is within the known dispersal distance of this species (Forbes,
2009). Banded birds have also been observed moving between
the two areas on several occasions (Meduna and Donovan
pers. comm. 2020) suggesting high potential for sufficient
gene flow between the areas to consider them as representing
one gene pool.

Morphometric measurements were also collected from
16 adult kiwi on Hauturu-o-Toi. Five additional Hauturu
morphometric samples and 13 blood samples for genetic analyses
were collected from the Remutaka Forest and the Pūkaha
National Wildlife Centre (also known as Mt Bruce) from birds
that were translocated to these sites from Hauturu in 2010 and
2008, respectively. Throughout this text, these birds will jointly
be referred to as Hauturu birds to reduce confusion.

Blood sampling and morphometric measurements of the
birds were conducted in accordance with the Kiwi Best Practise
Manual (Robertson and Colbourne, 2017), theMassey University
Animal Ethics Committee (MUAEC) permits 06/05, 07/144,
16/92, and 18/83, and the Department of Conservation Wildlife
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FIGURE 1 | Map of New Zealand’s North Island illustrating the approximate distribution of the four management units (also referred to as taxa) recognised within this

species. The location of Ponui Island, its parental populations, and the origin of the Hauturu birds are indicated. Modified from Undin et al. (2021b).

permits AK-14969-RES, AK-21519-FAU, 50249-FAU and 70875-
RES. Samples from the parental populations were collected in
2020 and 2021. For birds fitted with transmitters (most of the
Ponui Island birds analysed, all the studied pairs, and most of
the Hauturu birds from the Remutaka Forest and the Pūkaha

National Wildlife Centre), blood sampling, and measuring
occurred together with the annual transmitter replacement. A
licenced kiwi dog assisted with catching the remaining birds,
which were caught specifically for this study. The density of kiwi
has been estimated to be around one kiwi per three ha both
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TABLE 1 | Number of birds and samples collected at three-time intervals for paired and reference Ponui Island birds in this study, illustrating that the majority of birds were

initially caught at least 10 years ago.

Paired birds Reference birds

Years Initial capture Sample collected Initial capture Sample collected

2004–2009 56 3 78 17

2010–2014 36 17 17 63

2015–2019 8 81 5 20

Kiwi reach adulthood at about 4 years old and can live for over 40 years.

in Trounson and on Hauturu (in 2007 and 2008, respectively;
Holzapfel et al., 2008). Age of the birds was mostly unknown,
hence individuals were considered adults if they were known to
have bred or, when the breeding status was unknown, based on
their sex, size, and weight combined; females were considered
adult if weighing >2000 g, or >1700 g if having a tarsus width
(TW) >11mm or a bill >113mm; males were considered adults
if weighting >1700 g, or >1400 g if having a tarsus length (TL)
>90mm or a bill >90 mm.

Size Assortative Mating
Bill length, tarsus length, and the ratio between these
measurements were used to explore differences in size
distribution among adult birds from Hauturu, Trounson,
and Ponui Island. Linear modelling (lm) in R (R core team
version 3.6.2) was used for this analysis. To analyse size
assortative mating, Pearson correlations between female and
male morphometric values were investigated. The measurements
analysed were TL, TW, bill length, weight to TL ratio, bill length
to TL ratio, and body condition was used for 17 Ponui Island
pairs. Body condition was calculated based on weight and TW
following Taborsky and Taborsky (1999).

DNA Purification, Sequencing, and SNP
Calling
DNA was extracted from 10 to 50 µl thawed A. mantelli blood
using a High Pure PCR Template Preparation Kit (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland). The manufacturer’s instructions were followed
with the exception that the DNA was eluted twice using 50
µl of elution buffer for each centrifugation round. The DNA
extraction success and quality were validated using agarose
gel electrophoresis (1% (w/v) agarose in 1x TAE buffer) and
the concentration of DNA was measured with a Qubit 2.0
fluorometer using the dsDNA High Sensitivity assay (Life
Technologies, CA, USA).

Pair-ended Genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) library,
sequencing preparation, and associated quality cheques
were done by The Elshire Group Limited. GBS libraries were
constructed using 100 ng of genomic DNA, 1.44 ng of adapters,
the restriction enzyme EcoT22i, and 18 PCR cycles, and
otherwise following the protocol presented in Elshire et al.
(2011). For this study, sequencing of 150 unique birds across
three 96-well plates were analysed. Sample location within plates
was randomised and each plate contained one positive and one

negative control. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina
HiSeq XTen with 2× 150bp paired-end reads.

The previously published A. mantelli genome (Le Duc
et al., 2015) was deemed suboptimal as a reference genome
for our study based on being (1) highly fragmented and (2)
a composite genome of multiple individuals representing two
separate management units within the species. Raw short-read
data generated by Le Duc et al. (2015) was accessed from the
European Nucleotide Archive (Study Assession RJEB6383) and
the ERR519283_1.fastq.gz date file was used to re-assemble a
reference genome based on a single individual. Raw reads were
aggressively trimmed using trim_galore (https://github.com/
FelixKrueger/TrimGalore) before assembly with Meraculous
2.2.5.1 (Chapman et al., 2011) using a kmer size of 35 and
heterozygousmode 1. The resulting reference genome utilised for
our analyses was haploid, with heterozygous regions collapsed
into a single haplotype chosen at random between the two
possible sequences.

Processing of raw read data, including filtering, trimming,
alignment, and SNP calling was conducted by Tea Break
Bioinformatics. The 1,538,639,658 raw sequencing reads
were de-multiplexed using Axe (axe-demux; Murray and
Borevitz, 2018), adapters and barcodes were trimmed
using the batch_trim.pl script (https://github.com/Lanilen/
GBS-PreProcess) using default parameters. Forward and
reverse reads were pair-matched and aligned to the reference
genome using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) using
default parameters.

SNP-calling was conducted in STACKS 2.5 (Catchen et al.,
2013) using the populations program set for the EcoT22i
enzyme, bootstrapping, and site merging. Initially, this was done
for each plate separately. The graphical output from Kinship-
using-GBS-with-Depth-adjustment program (KGD; Dodds et al.,
2015) and Tensorflow Projector (https://projector.tensorflow.
org/) were then used to verify the absence of bias or batch effects
after which Stacks 2.5 was rerun for the combined dataset of
all three plates using the following command line: –vcf -r 0.1
–min-maf 0.1 -e ecoT22I –ordered-export –bootstrap –merge-
sites –genepop –structure –fasta-loci –fasta-samples –fasta-
samples-raw –write-single-snp. These settings allowed for up to
90% missing data per locus (-r 0.1) to maximise the number
of individuals included in the resulting dataset. SNPs derived
from different cut sites that had overlapping read coverage were
combined into single loci (–merge-sites). To ensure robust SNP
identification and to restrict noise, the minimum minor allele
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frequency was set to 10% (min-maf 0.1). The output was filtered
to only include the first variable site per locus (–write-single-
snp) resulting in 51691 SNPs that were utilised for analyses
with an average depth of 24 reads (with a standard deviation of
12), and an average call rate of 0.6 (with a standard deviation
of 0.07). The generated output provided as text files formatted
for genepop (see below), and fasta files for loci and samples
(–genepop –fasta-loci –fasta-samples).

Relatedness of Paired Birds
For relatedness analyses, known first-degree relatives (known
offspring and siblings) were excluded and these analyses
contained 20 known pairs and a total of 74 Ponui Island
individuals. Unscaled pairwise relatedness values were derived
using KGD (Dodds et al., 2015). This matrix of relatedness
values is based on pairwise proportional allelic similarity but
accounts for read depth (including missing data) which can
lead to values >1 and below zero. These values were used to
evaluate whether paired individuals were more or less related
than expected under a scenario of random mating in two ways.
Test one explored whether the relatedness of paired individuals
to their partner was higher or lower than the average relatedness
of the paired individuals to all other Ponui Island birds in
the data set. This approach provided an indication of whether
paired individuals were more closely related than expected by
chance (a prediction of assortative mating) or more distantly
related than expected by chance (a prediction of disassortative
mating). To account for possible bias caused by cryptic clusters
(in particular if a few paired individuals belonged to a cluster very
distantly related to the rest), test one was complemented with
test two. Test two involved ranking the relatedness of the female
to the male and vice versa for each pair and then comparing
these results to expectations based on a computer simulation
of ranked relatedness under a scenario of random mating. A
ranking of 1 suggested that the partner of a paired bird was the
least related individual within the dataset to that paired bird and
a ranking of 73 that the partner was the most related in the
dataset Random mating was simulated using 10∗40 randomly
drawn ranks between 1 and 73. T-tests were used for both
these tests.

In addition, the average relatedness of the male and female
in each pair on Ponui Island (n = 23 Ponui Island pairs) to
the birds from Hauturu, was used to categorise pairs as being
“similar” or “different” in their genetic makeup). Based on the
average relatedness to the Hauturu birds for 106 Ponui Island, the
relatedness space was split into four quadrants to categorise pairs.
Birds were classified as “similar” when bothmale and female were
found to be less related or both more related to Hauturu than
the average value. Birds were classified as “different” when the
male was more and the female less related than the average or
vice versa.

Genetic Differentiation
Lastly, we examined genetic differentiation of the Hauturu,
Trounson, and Ponui Island populations. Using the R package
genepop (Rousset, 2008) we calculated pairwise Fst values
between the parental populations and between each parental

population and the population on Ponui Island. Low Fst values
between the parental populations and the current population on
Ponui Island would be expected if allelic variation from both
parental genomes remains present on the island. Since presence
of admixture on Ponui Island would be a crucial step in achieving
genetic rescue (Weiser et al., 2013), the relatedness values derived
from KGD were then used to calculate the average relatedness to
the Hauturu and the Trounson birds for each of the Ponui Island
birds in the sample (n = 106 Ponui Island birds). These two
factors of relatedness were then linearly normalised to span from
1 to 0; i.e., the Ponui Island birds most related to Trounson had
a value of 1 and the bird least related a value of 0, and the same
was done for the relatedness of Ponui Island birds to Hauturu
birds. The relatedness of each Ponui Island bird to Hauturu was
then plotted against the same bird’s relatedness to Trounson
to explore potential skews toward either parental population
and/or patterns of discontinuous spread (or clustering) along the
relatedness gradient suggestive of positive assortativemating over
time having generated cryptic subpopulations on the island.

RESULTS

Morphology
For bill length and bill to tarsus ratio, the birds from Hauturu
were found to be significantly smaller compared to birds from
Trounson, while the distribution of individual morphometric
values of the Ponui Island birds spanned the range of both
parental populations (Figures 2A,C; Bill: F = 8.00, df = 2,
p = 0.001; Bill/TL: F = 11.10, df = 2, p < 0.001). A
bimodal distribution for both these characteristics was due to
the size difference between the sexes (Figures 2A,B; Robertson
and Colbourne, 2017); accounting for this difference, the trait
distributions within the Ponui Island population was continuous.
The difference in tarsus length was not found to be statistically
significant (TL: F = 2.60, df= 2, p= 0.08).

None of the analysed morphometric characteristics (bill
length, weight, tarsus length, tarsus width, bill to tarsus and
weight to tarsus ratio, or body condition) showed any support
for size assortative mating among the Ponui Island pairs (n = 17
pairs; Figure 3).

Relatedness of Partners
Overall, the allelic similarity within pairs was found to be
significantly lower compared to the paired individuals’ average
relatedness to all other Ponui Island birds in the dataset (0.057
vs 0.011, respectively; t = −4.06, df = 39, p-value < 0.001;
n = 20 pairs and 74 birds overall; Figure 4A). Looking at
individuals, 75% of the paired birds had a lower value of allelic
similarity to their partner compared to their average similarity
to the full dataset. The results based on ranked relatedness
further supported that pairs were less related than expected
under random mating (t = 2.43, df = 73.25, p-value = 0.018;
Figure 4B). On average across paired birds, 69% of the birds in
the full data set had a higher ranked relatedness than the partner
of that individual. In five cases, the partner was in fact one of
the top three least related individuals in the data set. However,
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FIGURE 2 | Violin plots comparing morphometrics of adult A. mantelli from Hauturu-o-Toi, Ponui Island, and Trounson Kauri Park, specifically bill length (A), tarsus

length (B), and the ratio between the two (C). Different lowercase letters indicate significant difference. Small dots represent each data point and dot colour indicates

the sex. Large dots represent the average size or ratio estimated for each population. The shape of the violin outline indicates the distribution of the data points.

Sample size for males/females is indicated in the legend for each population.

there was large variation, and one pair was found to have an allelic
similarity close to that of first-degree relatives.

Based on the paired individuals’ average relatedness to
Hauturu birds, an equal number of pairs could be classified
as similar (both male and female over or under the average
relatedness to Hauturu) and different (one bird less and onemore
related to Hauturu than average; 10 pairs vs. 10 pairs; Figure 5A).
The remaining three pairs were placed in neither category due
to either or both partners falling on the threshold value (0.07;
Figure 5A).

Genetic Differentiation and Evidence for
Admixture
The pairwise Fst value between Trounson and Hauturu was
found to be 0.159 while that between Ponui Island and Trounson
was 0.101 and between Ponui Island and Hauturu was 0.092.
These values indicate less genetic differentiation between both

source populations and the Ponui Island population compared
to between the two source populations. A strong negative
correlation in relatedness for Ponui Island birds to Hauturu
and Trounson was observed. The relatedness values formed a
continuous gradient of allelic similarity. Thus, there was no
indication of the Ponui Island birds clustering into cryptic
subpopulations with individuals either mostly related to Hauturu
or to Trounson birds (Figure 5B). These results are consistent
with a lack of assortative mate choice over time, generating
repeated mixing and backcrossing and resulting in a genetic
structure on Ponui Island expected in a hybrid swarm (Hwang
et al., 2011).

DISCUSSION

Taken together we found no evidence for positive assortative
mating in A. mantelli. This finding was supported both by
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FIGURE 3 | Correlations between morphometric measurements of paired male and female A. mantelli from Ponui Island. The unit of weight is grams. Bill, tarsus

length, and tarsus width are given in millimetres. Body condition is based on a combination of weight and tarsus width (Taborsky and Taborsky, 1999). None of the

correlations were found to be significant. R2 values refer to linear regression.
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FIGURE 4 | Violin plots illustrating relatedness of paired individuals to their partner (n = 40 datapoints representing 20 pairs). (A) Pairwise relatedness based on allelic

similarity between each paired bird and its partner (left) and the average pairwise relatedness based on allelic similarity of each paired bird to all other birds in the entire

sample set (right; n = 74). (B) Ranked (or relative) relatedness of each paired bird to its partner (left) compared to one example iteration of 40 randomly generated rank

values. A ranking of 1 indicates that the partner of a paired bird was the least related individual in the sample set, while a ranking of 73 indicates that the partner was

the most related bird in the data set. Small dots represent each data point, and the shape of the violin outline represents their distribution. Large dots represent the

average. Horizontal grey lines indicate average allelic similarity and ranked relatedness, respectively, expected under the null hypothesis of random mating.
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FIGURE 5 | Illustration of the genetic makeup of Ponui Island pairs (A) and the Ponui Island population overall (B). In panel (A) 23 Ponui Island pairs are represented

by one dot each and grey lines divide the graph into quadrants using the average relatedness of 106 Ponui Island birds to the Hauturu birds as a threshold value. In

pairs falling in the lower left quadrant (red dots), both the male and female are less related to Hauturu than the average Ponui Island bird and, thus, are classified as

“assortative” or “similar”. Pairs in the upper right quadrant (blue) are also “assortative” or “similar” (both less related to Hauturu than the average Ponui Island bird),

while the top left and bottom right quadrant contains pairs where the male and the female fall on opposite sides of the threshold and are, hence, referred to as

“disassortative” or “different” pairs (purple). Three pairs fall on the threshold value and remain unclassified (grey). In panel (B) each of the 106 Ponui Island birds is

represented by a diamond indicating their normalised relatedness to Hauturu and Trounson birds. Relatedness values were spread uniformly across the gradient, i.e.,

the scatter plot indicates no genetic clustering suggestive of positive assortative mating.

morphometric data, which indicated no size assortative mating,
and genetic data, which suggested an equal likelihood of pairing
with an individual of similar or dissimilar overall genetic
makeup. The Ponui Island population originated from two

genetically distinct taxa (Colbourne, 2005; Weir et al., 2016;
Germano et al., 2018). Our morphometric sample set from
Hauturu and Trounson suggested that these populations differ
morphologically with Hauturu individuals being smaller. If size
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assortative mating occurred with limited admixture after the
translocations to Ponui Island, we would thus expect to observe
(cryptic) sub-populations on the island. However, we found
no evidence for this. Morphological variation of individual
Ponui Island birds spanned that of both parental populations.
Furthermore, our genetic analyses indicated high level of shared
diversity between both Ponui Island and both two founder
genomes (based on Fst values) and a continuum of relatedness
without clustering between the Ponui Island birds and the
parental populations (based on allelic similarity). These results
are expected if there is little genetic, preferential, or behavioural
barriers to admixture following multi-origin translocations.
Based on this, we suggest that the extant population in
2019—close to six decades after the translocation—has retained
allelic variants from both parental populations, and that the
population today constitutes a successful hybrid swarm in which
there is large individual variation in genomic makeup and no
evidence for lingering cryptic separation into a Hauturu and a
Waipoua cluster.

In fact, pairwise allelic similarity and ranked relatedness
suggested that paired individuals on Ponui were, on average, less
related to each other than expected by chance. This disassortative
mating is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, it is indicative of
a post translocation behaviour that has the potential to increase
the speed of admixture between genetically distinct groups, and
this rate of admixture is directly linked to the potential for
genetic rescue. Mate choice and mating system will drastically
impact translocation outcomes (Anthony and Blumstein, 2000;
Renan et al., 2018; Zecherle et al., 2021). Promiscuity, polygamy,
and/or consecutive alteration of breeding units will all potentially
increase the speed of admixture and reduce the long-term impact
of initial mating after translocation events (Sander et al., 1997).
However, A. mantelli has been described as monogamous with
relatively high pair fidelity, thus, initial pairing post translocation
will have comparatively larger impact on admixture and thus on
the chances of achieving genetic rescue (Taborsky and Taborsky,
1999; Colbourne, 2002). It is possible that the initial scenario on
Ponui Island following the translocations in 1964 was artificially
bimodal with birds from the two source locations representing
two strict groups. Unfortunately, important information of sex
distribution and post translocation survival in the two cohorts
is missing. However, the lack of genetic clustering on Ponui
today indicates that paring between individuals with different
degrees of mixed ancestry has happened over time. Thus, the
lower-than-expected relatedness between birds in current pairs,
cannot be explained by random chance impacting a small initial
population. Furthermore, the population of Apteryx on Ponui
Island today represents one of very few Apteryx populations that
exhibit what is thought to resemble kiwi densities found before
the introduction of exotic predators (Potter, 1990;McLennan and
Potter, 1992; Miles et al., 1997; Craig et al., 2011; Germano et al.,
2018) and, consequently, a comparatively “natural” frequency
of mate choice opportunity suggesting that disassortative mate
choice might have been more pronounced in the past.

The second reason the lower-than-expected relatedness
between paired individuals is interesting is that it is suggestive
of kin-recognition in A. mantelli, and that this mechanism is

being utilised to reduce inbreeding and increase diversity. Such
disassortative mating based on phenotype has been found to be
rare (Jiang et al., 2013), and A. mantelli fit the profile of a bird
expected to exhibit mate choice linked to MHC compatibility
exceptionally well, not the least thanks to its well-developed sense
of smell (Zelano and Edwards, 2002; Cunningham et al., 2009;
Castro et al., 2010; Corfield et al., 2014; Le Duc et al., 2015).
In fact, when comparing across Aves, Zelenitsky et al. (2011)
noted that two extant groups stand out due to the large size of
their olfaction bulb and inferred positive selection for this part of
the brain compared to their sister clades: Apteryx and the order
Procellariiformes (the petrels and allies, including albatrosses
and shearwaters). Furthermore, Zelano and Edwards (2002),
in studies of Procellariiformes have, indeed, found olfaction-
based kin-recognition in European storm petrels, Hydrobates
pelagicus, and blue petrels,Halobaena caerulea (Bonadonna et al.,
2004; Bonadonna and Sanz-Aguilar, 2012) as well as MCH-based
disassortative mating in Leach’s storm-petrel (Oceanodroma
leucorhoa) and H. caerulea (Strandh et al., 2012; Hoover et al.,
2018). Studies of MHC diversity and structure in Apteryx have so
far focused on the two species with the most drastic bottleneck
history: A. rowi and A. owenii (Binney, 2007; Miller et al., 2011).
The MHC diversity in A. owenii was found to be extremely low
(Binney, 2007; Miller et al., 2011). If MHC profiles are important
for Apteryx mate choice as well as fitness, this low diversity
could provide an additional hurdle to A. owenii recovery. On
the contrary, MHC diversity in A. rowi was found to be higher
than expected based on their small current population size and
recent tight bottleneck (Binney, 2007). This finding could suggest
that a population reduction to about 150 birds (as in A. rowi)
was still sufficient for mate choice to keep MHC diversity high,
while a population minimum as low as five breeding birds (as
in A. owenii) left little or no variation for mate choice to act
upon. In view of these findings, we suggest that further studies
into MHC diversity, compatibility, detectability, and preference
in Apteryx should receive high priority. A first step would be to
further examine the genetic dissimilarity between partners and
investigate if it is predominantly linked to and/or exaggerated
in certain regions of the genome (Beaumont and Balding, 2004;
Fitzpatrick et al., 2010; Keller et al., 2013). Such studies would
not only increase our understanding of Apteryx breeding but also
take us closer to understanding the significance and nature of
the genetic differences observed between Apteryx taxa today (see
Undin et al., 2021a).

Hesitation toward translocations between genetically
distinct lineages (populations, subspecies, or species) remains
widespread. This is despite the fact that an increasing number
of empirical studies, theoretical studies, and meta-studies
suggests that admixture reduces genetic load and symptoms
of inbreeding depression, increases heterozygosity and genetic
diversity, boosts resilience and recovery rates, and can introduce
favourable genetic variation that can increase the ability to
cope with change especially in a situation of environmental
change (Frankham et al., 2011; Weeks et al., 2011; Frankham,
2015; Jamieson, 2015; Whiteley et al., 2015; Ralls et al., 2018;
Zecherle et al., 2021). An interesting parallel to the A. mantelli
population on Ponui Island is the population of burrowing
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bettongs (or boodie, Bettongia lesuer) in Matuwa (Western
Australia). This population was established in 2010 through the
translocations of individuals from Barrow Island and Dryandra
(Thavornkanlapachai et al., 2019). Similar to the case of Ponui
Island, the Barrow Island and Dryandra populations represent
two distinct taxa within B. lesuer (sometimes referred to as
different subspecies; Thavornkanlapachai et al., 2019). A second
similarity is that the Dryandra population, like Hauturu, was the
result of a previous translocation, in this case from Dorre Island.
Thirdly, these taxa show marked differences in phenotype, with
the Barrow Island bettongs being substantially smaller (Short
and Turner, 1999; Donaldson et al., 2017). When exploring the
results of this multi-origin introduction, Thavornkanlapachai
et al. (2019) and Rick et al. (2019) discovered that the first
breeding at Matuwa happened almost exclusively within the
two taxa. However, thanks to their low-fidelity breeding system,
over half of the offspring in the Matuwa population were found
to be of mixed origin after three years (Thavornkanlapachai
et al., 2019). Despite their differences, the A. mantelli on
Ponui Island and the B. lesuer in Matuwa can both be seen as
examples of (1) that neither genetic nor phenotypic differences
need to be hurdles for generating successful and genetically
diverse populations through active augmented geneflow,
translocations, and admixture, and (2) that breeding behaviour
post translocations is directly influencing outcomes (Frankham,
2015; Frankham et al., 2017; vonHoldt et al., 2018; Rick et al.,
2019; Hoffmann et al., 2020). Further studies are needed into
the mechanisms of genetic rescue and outbreeding depression
to increase the predictability of translocation outcomes (Undin
et al., 2021b). In relation to behaviour, particular focus is needed
to elucidate the effects of source site identity, translocation
timing, number of individuals released, as well as population
density for post translocation on mate choice and thus on the
rate of admixture (see further Zecherle et al., 2021).

CONCLUSION

Our results suggest that A. mantelli do not mate assortatively
with genetically or morphologically similar mates. In fact, pairs
were on average found to be less related than expected. This
behaviour has the potential to work as a counterforce that reduces
inbreeding in general (Walters et al., 1988; Nelson-Flower,
2009; Nelson-Flower et al., 2012; Riehl and Stern, 2015; Riehl,
2017), and, importantly, it suggests that interbreeding between
resident and introduced kiwi after reinforcement translocations
is likely. This creates potential for genetic rescue. Currently, a
discussion is ongoing about the potential impact of inbreeding
on Apteryx fitness and viability (Weiser et al., 2013; Innes et al.,
2015, 2016; Germano et al., 2018). At the same time, policy
around translocations is restrictive, strongly recommending
minimisation of the geographic as well as the genetic distance
between target and source populations (Craig et al., 2011;
Scrimgeour and Pickett, 2011; Innes et al., 2016; Kiwis for Kiwi,
2016; Germano et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2021). Arguments
for this policy include that mixing populations that are too
different risks resulting in outbreeding depression, loss of local

adaptation, and overall loss of diversity. We recognise that
mixing could result in undesirable outcomes and that this
depends on the nature of the difference between source and
target population (Undin et al., 2021a,b). However, our results
presented herein indicate that genomic admixture can be a
steady but slow process that retains diversity from both parental
populations and that the Ponui Island population represents
a successful balancing of the two key conservation goals of
introducing genetic material without eradicating local diversity
or homogenising population differences. Further support that
there is currently underutilised potential for genetic rescue in
Apteryx is the astonishing success of the Ponui Island population.
This hybrid population has, on average, exhibited 9% annual
population growth for over 50 years and is now one of the
densest in the country despite the presence of some species of
introduced predators and competitors (Cunningham and Castro,
2011; Strang, 2018). Additional study of this population should
be prioritised to elucidate the particular factors that generated
this success to enable practitioners to optimise strategy for future
translocations.

We agree with other recent publications stressing that
behaviour in the context of conservation needs more attention
(Caro and Sherman, 2011; Renan et al., 2018; Zecherle
et al., 2021). Consequently, we hope that this case study can
contribute to the ongoing discussions concerning (1) attempting
genetic rescue, (2) identifying suitable source populations for
translocations, (3) the usefulness of genomics and epigenomics
to take behavioural research to a population level and add
a temporal scale, (4) how knowledge of social behaviour
post translocations is important for appropriate conservation
management design, and (5) how conservation management
plans would benefit from incorporating the opportunity to
express the full range of natural behaviours as an explicit goal
and a part of how conservation success is defined. For instance,
the presence of active mate choice in kiwi raises concern that,
for the vast majority of Apteryx, the opportunity for mate choice
today is substantially restricted either due to low population
densities, small population sizes, reduced connectivity, and/or
artificial settings such as so-called kohanga kiwi sites (sites where
predators have been excluded, and the goal is to breed kiwi
and harvest juveniles for introduction, reintroduction, and/or
reinforcement translocations; Innes et al., 2016).

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

The datasets presented in this study can be found in online
repositories. The names of the repository/repositories and
accession number(s) can be found below: Dryad https://data
dryad.org/stash/share/4VAEtkWXTdMm7vlU5jG5qDr_iBN
yPZoT1l8C-xpRu-E. The following data files associated with
this publication is available via Dryad. (1) Morphometric
data compared between adults of three populations; (2)
Morphometric data compared among 17 pairs of birds;
(3) A relatedness matrix including all 150 individuals
analysed; (4) Relatedness values and ranked relatedness
values among 20 analysed pairs. Requests for raw reads from
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the underlying GBS sequence library should be made to Richard
Witehira: richardwitehira@xtra.co.nz or Andre Witehira:
andre.witehira@gmail.com. Permission would then be sought
from the kaitiaki (guardians) representing hapu (sub-tribes)
that affiliate with the areas of sample collection. Kiwi are taonga
(treasures) to the indigenous Māori people of Aotearoa New
Zealand. All individuals, samples, or genomic data obtained
from taonga species have whakapapa (genealogy, connections,
and belonging) and are considered taonga in their own
right. Tikanga Māori (Māori customary practices) determines
their use.
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